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Schloesser Mark Schloesser (born August 23, 1964) is an American music journalist,

organizer, editor and publisher of the independent magazine Doomtree. In 2010 he co-founded
The Doomtree Press, an artist-driven publishing house that released the first two issues of the

Doomtree zine in 2009, the first issue of the magazine in 2010, and the first issue of the
DOOMBUSTERS zine in 2011. In March 2012 Schloesser and publisher Clem Jeffs created

the music publishing company BOSSY RAP ROOOM; BOSSY RAP ROOOM developed and
released the first issue of Doomtree's BOSSY RAP ROOOM zine in April 2012. Early life and
career Schloesser was born in San Francisco and grew up in the Mission District. He credits the

radical politics of his mother, who worked in a state mental hospital, with encouraging his
career in journalism and politics. In the 1980s, he worked with punk band The Nuns on the

first issue of their magazine, the only independently published magazine of its kind that came
out of the 1980s Bay Area hardcore scene. In the 1990s he ran the heavy metal and industrial
music label Neurot Recordings, and worked in other bands including BORROWED TIME,

BAUBA, and VETERAN. He also wrote the "Rumblings From the Edge" column in Maximum
Rocknroll from 1998 to 1999. Music and writing In the 2000s he was a member of the League

of Extraordinary Journalists. His work as a music critic has appeared in The Believer, The
Fader, Detroit Metro Times, The Guardian, and The Wire, among other publications. As a
music organizer he helped develop Lollapalooza and SXSW. As an editor, he worked with

artists such as Stephen Malkmus, Jenny Lewis, Sufjan Stevens, and Kendrick Lamar. He has
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written liner notes for albums by Mark Lanegan, Janelle Monáe, and Frank Black. As a
publisher he co-founded 3e33713323
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